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Abstract 
 

Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) is a new digital radio standard catering to the long wave, medium 

wave, and short wave bands, with carrier frequencies ranging from 125 kHz up to 30MHz.  It 

promises FM like quality at conventional AM reach.  Most of the DRM receivers available today 

are implemented in a Software Defined Radio (SDR) framework, with two components namely a 

tunable RF front end, and software running on personal computer (PC) for baseband decoding.  

Open source software, namely, Dream is widely used for amateur and commercial radios alike in 

baseband decoding.  Unfortunately, the Dream implementation is bulky (about 50MB source code) 

and resource hungry (about 40% CPU utilization on Intel Pentium4 processor clocked at 3.2 GHz).  

In this talk, we outline algorithmic enhancements over Dream which makes our approach amenable 

for use in cellular radio devices where the memory and processing requirements are significantly 

tighter than conventional PC.  An implementation of RF front end with off-the-shelf integrated 

chips, and baseband decoding on ST Nomadik™ 8815 chip that has an ARM 9 core is explained.  

We report gains in processing speeds ranging from 40% up to 75% as compared to the Dream 

implementation in various routines employed in channel estimation, and channel decoding. 
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